PREMIUM

10D7N

MOROCCO

TOUR CODE: ESMORS

EXTENSIVE
COVERAGE
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HASSAN II MOSQUE, CASABLANCA, MOROCCO
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Offering a scenic coastline and one of
Africa’s most sought-after cities. Morocco
holidays were scented with spice rather
than sun cream, and the soundtrack of
waves was remixed with calls to prayer.

HIGHLIGHTS
MOROCCO

Fez

CASABLANCA
• Hassan II Mosque
• Ain Diab corniche
RABAT
• Oudayas Kasbah
• Mausoleum of Mohamed V
MARRAKESH
• Bahia Palace
• Djemaa el Fna Square
TINEGHIR
• Todra Gorges
• Kelaa M’ Gouna
OUARZAZATE
• Kasbah Taourirt
• Kasbah Ait Ben Haddou

1

Rabat
Casablanca

1
2

Marrakesh
Ait Ben-Haddou

Note: Hotels subject to final confirmation.
Should there be changes, customers will be
offered similar accommodations as stated in
this list.

1

Ouarzazate

MOROCCO
Flight path
Traverse by coach
Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1 2

Meal Plan
7 Breakfasts, 6 Dinners

CASABLANCA Atlas Almohades
FEZ Hotel Sofia
ERFOUD Palms Club
OUARZAZATE Club Hannane
MARRAKESH Mogador Gueliz

Tineghir
Todra
Erfoud
Gorges
1

2

DELICACIES

4★ HOTELS

Midelt

DAY 1

Assemble at the airport and take-off to the
cosmopolitan city of Morocco, Casablanca.

Fez. Learn about the city through an
exploration of the medersas, caravanserais,
palaces, mosques, residences and
fountains in the medina dating back to the
13th century.

DAY 2

DAY 4

Meals on Board, Dinner

Breakfast, Dinner

HOME → CASABLANCA
Meals on Board

CASABLANCA
Upon arrival, proceed on to Casablanca for
the Hassan II Mosque, the largest mosque
in Morocco and Africa with the world’s
tallest minaret; and stroll along the Ain Diab
corniche.

FEZ → MIDELT → ERFOUD

DAY 3

Heading off through the smooth MediumAtlas Mountains to arrive to the village
Midelt. Free time for lunch and afterwards
we will continue our journey through a
beautiful path of Berber life. We will finish
at Erfoud, at the border of the great Sahara
desert.

Breakfast, Dinner

DAY 5

CASABLANCA → RABAT → FEZ
Travel to the capital of Morocco, Rabat for
a tour of the city. Pay a visit to the Oudayas
Kasbah, a massive ancient fortress quarter
built in the 12th century and its beautiful
white and blue interior of Mediterranean
flavour. Stop by the Mausoleum of
Mohamed V and delight in the artistic design
of the mosque, complete with detailed
motifs and dazzling chandeliers. Later,
proceed on to Casablanca for the Hassan II
Mosque, the largest mosque in Morocco and
Africa with the world’s tallest minaret; and
stroll along the Ain Diab corniche. Journey
to Morocco’s cultural and spiritual centre,

ERFOUD → TINEGHIR →
TODRA GORGES → “KASBAHS
ROUTE” → KELAA M´GOUNA →
OUARZAZATE
Breakfast, Dinner

Set off towards Tineghir, crossroads from
we will set off to one of the natural most
beautiful landscapes of this journey; Todra
Gorges. Free time for lunch and off to
Kelaa M´Gouna famous town where the
better roses are cultivated. Here starts “The
Kasbahs Route” name of great fortifications
made of adobe with creneled towers and
brick decorations. Sometimes they are
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THE MARRAKESH BAHIA PALACE, MARRAKESH, MOROCCO

DAY 6

OUARZAZATE → KASBAH AIT BEN
HADDOU → MARRAKESH
Breakfast, Dinner

We will leave towards “Kasbah Taourirt”. At
other times residence of Marrakech pasha.
We will visit their interiors where it stands
the pasha bedchamber and the favourites’
places. We will continue to the famous
Kasbah Ait Ben Haddou. “UNESCO World
Heritage” built on adobe and dropping
off the Mountain it allows us to watch his
whole magnificence. So photogenic village
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has been shown at cinema masterpieces.
Free at leisure, and heading back to
Marrakesh.

DAY 9

CASABLANCA → HOME
Breakfast

DAY 7

Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is time
to transfer to the airport for your flight home.

Breakfast, Dinner

DAY 10

MARRAKESH
Visit the Bahia Palace during city orientation
with your Local Specialist. See Djemaa
el Fna Square in the old quarter with
its palm readers, acrobats, camels and
snakecharmers. The rest of the afternoon is
yours to explore.
DAY 8

MARRAKESH → CASABLANCA
Breakfast

Free at leisure till transfer back to
Casablanca for overnight.

HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your vacation with
EU Holidays and we look forward to seeing
you again for your next trip.
Tipping Guideline: (based on 10D7N)
• €70 per person
Note:
• A minimum group size of 15 passengers is
required for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the itinerary, flight schedules and
hotels are subject to change without prior notice
in the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• During major events and festivals, ccommodation
may be re-located to outside of the city or in
another city without prior notice.
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entire fortified villages. If the old Kasbahs
seduce with their evocation power, the
scenery touch with their contrasts, luminosity
and silence. This is one of the most
appealing and demanded routes in Morocco.
Finally arrive at Ouarzazate

